




3- 4 Years ( Typical Nursery) 

Show a preference for a dominant hand. (lifted from Physical 
Development) 

• Write some or all of their name. 

• Use a comfortable grip with good control when holding pens 
and pencils. ( lifted from Physical Development) 

• Use some of their print and letter knowledge in their early 
writing. For example: writing a pretend shopping list that starts 
at the top of the page; write ‘m’ for mummy. 

• Write some letters accurately



The Reception Year

Spell words by identifying the sounds and then writing the 
sound with letter/s. 
Write a simple caption e.g pat a dog / a sad man

• Form lower-case letters correctly. 

• Write short sentences with words with known letter-sound 
correspondences using a capital letter and full stop.

• Develop the foundations of a handwriting style which is fast, 
accurate and efficient. (Lifted from Physical development)

• Form capital letters correctly. 

• Re-read what they have written to check that it makes sense



 Writing Early learning Goal
By the end of their time in the Early Years children who 
are working at the expected level of development should 
be able too…

Write recognisable letters, most of which are 
correctly formed. Spell words by identifying sounds 
in them and representing the sounds with a letter 
or letters. Write simple phrases and sentences that 
can be read by others using a capital letter and a 

full stop. 



Drawing and Scribbling- exploring with marks and mark making materials.

Drawing with meaning- children give meaning to the marks they make. They can 
continue to draw and still recall back at the end.

Letters and Letter-Like Forms- They understand the different between 
drawing and writing. When asked to write they make individual marks some 
may look like letters but have no meaning.

Beginning & most prominent sounds- they can hear and write the beginning 
sound in words e.g. sssssssss in sun. The strechy sounds will come first (l, r, 
m, n, f, s). They may not always be able to find the matching letter 
independently.

Beginning and Ending Sounds- Hearing and writing more than the 
beginning sound  e.g. hearing c and t in cat. Try to form the letters 
they can hear using a sound mat to support.

CVC and attemping longer words (but hearing the middle sound too)-
heaing c-a-t in cat or r-u-n-g for running

Writing captions/ short sentences children may be putting 2 or 3 words 
together to make a simple caption e.g. frog on log/ cat on mat 

writing more than one simple sentence using finger sp- E.g. I went 
to the shops. I had sweets.

Attempting to write a few sentences/ Narrative - all spellings are 
phonetically plausible and some are spelt correctly - a short retell of 
an event or story. (see example)

This is the writing early learning 

goal (ELG) what is expected for 

a child by the end of reception.

This is what a child at the 

end of pre-school (nursery)

is expected to achieve.































Any Questions?


